Residential Infill Project

Scale of Standard Houses
Scenario Term Sheets – For Discussion Purposes
Version 1.0 – DRAFT, February 23, 2016

Scale of Houses – Scenarios
These scenarios are intended to:
1. Allow further exploration of ideas suggested during the charrette process and SAC discussions to
date. Some ideas were conceived by city staff involved in technical discussions throughout the
process.
2. Allow comparison of the various changes to the development standards against the guiding
principles.
3. Describe a more distinct set of choices and see tradeoffs. The scenarios propose different levels of
adjusting the development standards, promoting a more targeted conversation about the
prioritization of different policies.
4. Illustrate key physical form effects and differences from each scenario. These scenarios, for the
purposes of discussion, are intended to have different effects on the future built form of houses in
the city. Illustrations will indicate what the resulting form could be, and descriptions are included to
highlight associated benefits and/or challenges for the proposed regulations and building form.
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Standards

Height
Setbacks

Outdoor Area
Building Coverage

Standard Width Lot – Scenarios at-a-glance

Existing Code
Current requirements
[based on 50x100’,
R5 zoned lot]
30’ to midpoint

Scenario 1 – Revise Tools
Adjust existing standards to
lower height, increase
setbacks and enlarge yard
25’+ 5’ for pitch

Scenario 2 – Add FAR limit
Leaves most requirements
unchanged, adds max bulk
limit.
No change

Front: 10’
Sides: 5’

Front: 15’
Sides: 5’ (no change)
Street Side: 10’ (new)
Rear: 15’
Garage: 18’ (no change)
15’x15’ (375 s.f. min)
Reduce by 5%
5,000 s.f. lot =40%
Scenario 1

—


No change

Rear: 5’
Garage: 18’ from street
12’x12’ (250 s.f. min)
Based on lot size
5,000 s.f. lot=45%
Existing Code

Guiding Principles
Fit context

Diverse housing

Adaptable over time

Privacy, Sunlight,
Open Space, Natural

Features
Resource efficient

Housing

affordability
Economically

feasible
Clear rules for

development
Key:
Existing
 = Supports
 = Allows
 = Does Not Support

No change
Add Floor to Area ratio limit
(0.5:1)
Scenario 2

—


Scenario 3 - Combination
Revise existing tools, and add
new standards to the mix.
30’ measured from low side
to highest roof midpoint
Front: “match adjacent”
Sides: Increase with wall size
(either height or area)
Rear: 15’
Garage: 18’ (no change)
15’x15’ (375 s.f. min)
Decrease building coverage
for taller buildings
Scenario 3

—














—

—

—







—





Change
 = Improvement
 = Slight improvement
— = No change
 = Slight reduction
 = Reduction
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Existing Code
Development standards are meant to be clear
and objective, essentially numerical,
requirements. In Oregon, state law requires a
non-discretionary review track for most
residential development. In 2013 Portland
reviewed over 400 new single family home
permits in the single dwelling zones, and close
to 5,000 applications for other types of
residential work (remodels, additions, repair,
etc). To ensure timely reviews for this work
volume and reduce potential errors or
omissions, simple and clear standards are
essential.
Scenario Description
The City's current set of development standards
for single dwelling development have been
relatively unchanged since their adoption in
1991 (with some exceptions) and were
generally intended to reflect the wide variation
in house style, scale and building placement
throughout the city’s residential zones.

Key challenges from the current code
Lack of clarity
Some of the current rules are not
straightforward, and can be misinterpreted or
difficult to understand. Partly this is the result
of the code’s attempt to address the majority
of situations as opposed to relying more
heavily on expensive and time consuming
discretionary adjustment processes.
Not addressing current market conditions
The flexibility afforded by generous setback,
height, and building coverage limits
accommodated smaller homes of the previous
decades. Newer homes are on average 1½ to 3
times the size of older homes.
Not reflective of historic development patterns
While the current code provides the flexibility
to match a wide variety of settings, it does not
enforce a mandate to integrate into the
existing neighborhood development pattern.

Key benefits from the current code
Familiarity
The current standards have been around for a
while, and thus, do not require any new
training or education than what is the current
practice.
Promotes flexibility
Allows homes to be sited where they can best
adapt to the topography and surrounding
setting for the site.
Minimal non-conforming homes
Additions to and remodels of existing homes
are less restricted in matching building walls or
rooflines.
Room to Grow
Most older Portland homes are not maxing out
the allowed development, leaving options for
current owners and new families to expand
and remodel homes to suit their needs

Figure 1: maximum volume of building allowed by
current development standards
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250 s.f. Outdoor Area

45% Building Coverage
30’ Height

5’ Side
5’ Rear

18’ Garage
Figure 2: Maximum scale house under existing code

10’ Front

Ingredients:
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Scenario 1: Revise Tools (lower height, increased setbacks and yard area)
Scenario Description
This scenario employs existing code tools, but
adjusts the requirements to reduce the overall
building size.
Key changes from existing code:
• Lower height (with pitched roof incentive)
• Increased setbacks
• Larger outdoor area
• Reduced building coverage
Key benefits from this scenario
Utilizes existing tools
Instead of introducing new types of
regulations, this scenario relies on existing
tools, which many are already familiar with.
Lowers height without sacrificing gables
The reduced height allows for two story flat
roofed homes, but includes a provision to
allow additional height for pitched roofs. This
approach also simplifies roof measurements

Key challenges in this scenario
Less siting flexibility
With increased setbacks, there are fewer
options to site a home that responds to the
site’s unique attributes, including relationships
to adjacent houses.
May not reflect the existing development pattern
Larger setbacks or lower heights may not be
the norm for a given street, making the new
home appear out of place.
Creates a number of non-conforming homes
For existing homes that are taller, or sit in
areas of increased building setbacks,
subsequent modifications or additions may be
more challenging.
Smaller footprint = Taller buildings?
With increased setbacks and reduced building
coverage, pressure to maximize upper floor
space and useable basements is increased.

Lower impact on stormwater system
By reducing building coverage and increasing
setbacks and outdoor area requirements,
more area is available for stormwater
infiltration, lessening demand on the
stormwater system.
More opportunity to preserve trees
The increased yard area and setbacks allows
more room for existing trees to be retained,
or new trees to be planted.
Nesting requirements
The rear setback, outdoor area, and
stormwater requirements are designed to be
complementary.

Figure 3: Comparison showing various floor and
building heights
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10:12

8:12

6:12

24’ wide

32’ wide

40’ wide

Figure 4: Showing 25’ height limit (yellow box) with 5’ bonus height (red box) for pitched roof extension.
The three house widths result in three different degrees of roof pitch to stay within peak height.

15’ rear setback

375 s.f.
outdoor area
5% coverage

40%
coverage

15’ front setback
Figure 5: Shows site plans for the three houses illustrated in Figure 4. All three houses meet the reduced
building coverage allowance (the blue rectangle represents the amount of reduced coverage), the
increased outdoor area and larger front and rear setbacks.

Ingredients
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Scenario 2: Add Floor to Area Ratio Limit
Scenario Description
Scenario 2 operates with the assumption that
the current regulations may be adequate for
establishing the “box” that houses can fit in, but
under today’s market conditions, houses are
being built that fil up too large a percentage of
the box. To that end, this scenario leaves in
place the existing regulatory structure and adds
“one fix” to keep overall building bulk in check.
Where building coverage and height limits
establish overall structure volume limits, floor
to area ratios establish the amount of livable
floor space that is allowed in proportion to the
size of the lot the structure sits on. The same
amount of square footage can be allocated in a
single level across a larger extent of the lot, or
on multiple levels that have a smaller footprint.
Key changes from existing code:
• Adds a Floor to Area Ratio (FAR) limit of 0.5:1.

Key challenges in this scenario
Calculations may be complicated
Unlike mixed use or commercial buildings
where FAR is more commonly applied, homes
tend to have more “nooks and crannies” that
will require more detailed descriptions of what
counts as floor area, and what is not counted.
What to do about basements and garages?
FAR can be adjusted to incent basements,
ADU’s and detached garages by not including
those areas.
Doesn’t address context issues head on
While the current code provides the flexibility
to match a wide variety of settings, adding FAR
or tying building coverage to height only
addresses the bulk component of new
construction, leaving other issues like
incompatible height or setback spacing
unaddressed.

Key benefits from this scenario
Promotes flexibility
Leaves in place existing height and setback
limits, and simply specifies the size of the box
that can fit within the box, leaving specific
siting and design decisions more flexible.
Reduces the maximum size of new homes
While instituting a limit on the overall square
footage of homes, FAR ensures development is
proportionate and generally in keeping with
other homes in the area.
Figure 6: Floor to Area ratio of 0.5:1 shows how
50% of the lot area is allocated on 2 floors
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Figures 7 and 8:
Illustrations showing
three possible 0.5:1
FAR (floor to area
ratio) configurations. A
single level house, a 2story house built to the
side yard setbacks, and
a narrower but deeper
2-story house. The
yellow boxes show
current height and
building coverage
limits unchanged.

Ingredients
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Scenario 3: Combination
Scenario Description
This scenario employs a number of changes to
the development standards including adding
new regulations, changing measurement
methods, and modifying other existing
regulations.
Key changes from existing code:
• New height measurement method
• Match adjacent front setbacks
• Side setbacks increase with wall size
• Larger rear setback (15’)
• Larger outdoor area
• Decrease building coverage for taller
buildings
Key benefits from this scenario
Most ambitious
In terms of sweeping changes, this scenario
makes adjustments to just about every aspect
of the current development standards.

Key challenges in this scenario
Untried and Untested
The proposals embedded in this scenario
include a number of simultaneous changes to
the development standards. More work is
needed to develop models for how these
requirements will play out in various site
conditions and configurations.
Building Coverage : Height
Relating building coverage to building height is
easier to measure than an FAR requirement
but is more difficult to tailor for specific
desired objectives (i.e. incent basements, or
ADU’s).
May make many homes non-conforming
For existing homes that are taller, or sit in
areas of increased building setbacks,
subsequent modifications or additions may be
more challenging.

Includes context-related requirements
Front setbacks are keyed off adjacent homes,
and side setbacks and building coverage are
proportionately related to the size and height
of the house.
Height measurement better represents true height
By measuring the height of houses from the
low point, the tallest wall will still be within the
height limit, as opposed to current limit which
can exceed heights by as much a 9’.
Greater flexibility in home siting
A building coverage standard tied to height is
better at incenting smaller footprints or
shorter houses offering flexibility to either
build up, or spread out.
More useable outdoor yard
The increased yard area and setbacks allows
more room for trees, gardens, or outdoor
play.

Figure 9: Where height is measured can affect the
structure’s perceived and actual height
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Figure 10:
Current height
measurement (base
point 1) is made on
the high side of the
house and is
measured to the
midpoint of the
gable.

30’

30’

Figure 11:
Same houses as
viewed from the
downhill side.
New height
measurement would
measure from the
low side of the
house, better
reflecting the
perceived height of
the structure.

Ingredients

(REAR)

SETBACK - AREA RATIO
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Extras and Add-Ons
In addition to the above noted scenarios,
several other options may be included and/or
combined to enhance the complete scenario
package. These items seem to run independent
of the base development standards, and are
therefore presented as separate choices.
Narrow/Skinny Lots
• One set of standards for both types of lots
Parking Options
Standard Lots
• Increase frequent transit exemption from
500’ to 1000’
• On streets with sidewalks and curbs, reduce
driveway approach from 40% of lot width to
max 12’.
Narrow/Skinny Lots
• Parking not required.
• Street-facing garage prohibited
(shared driveway or rear garage OK)
• No curb cuts allowed where alley is present
Attached Houses
• 1 space per unit
• Street facing garages subject to standards
(combined/limited width/paving materials/
garage door treatment)
• No curb cuts allowed where alley is present

Main Entrances
• Implement 4’ max height for all homes; or
• Limit run before required landing; or
• Reduce stair rise:run ratio/ i.e. steepness
Eaves/Projections/Articulation
• Allow for 2’ projections of eaves into
setback (so long as 3’ from property is
maintained)
• Allow bays to project 18” subject to current
limits on length/area (so long as 3’ from
property is maintained)
• Require minimum offset for walls longer than 40’
Alternative Path for Context-Responsive Homes
• In areas where adjacent homes are taller,
larger in floor area, or have smaller
setbacks than new requirements – allow for
applicants to submit calculations of
adjacent homes to allow deviations

500’ FROM FREQUENT TRANSIT
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EXISTING CODE – TERM SHEET
Standard Lot
Height
30’ measured to midpoint
Setbacks
10’ Front; 18’ Garage; 5’ Side; 5’ Rear
Outdoor Area 250 s.f. (min. 12’x12’ dimension)
Bldg Coverage Sliding scale tied to lot size, generally 22-50%
Parking
1 space per unit (except w/in 500’ of transit)
Exceptions
Adjustment review (Type II ~$2,000)
Narrow Lot
Height
1.2x width (1.5x in R2.5)
Setbacks
Same as standard lot
Outdoor area Same as standard lot
Bldg Coverage 50%
Parking
1 space per unit. No street facing garage allowed
Exceptions
Planned Development review (Type IIx ~$7,000)
Skinny Lot
Height
1.5x width
Setbacks
Same as standard lot
Outdoor Area Same as standard lot
Bldg Coverage 40%
Entrance
4’ max above grade
Exterior
Trim, siding, eaves required
Parking
None required. 8’ wide garage door allowed.
Exceptions
Design Review (Type II ~$5,000-$10,000)
Attached
Height
Same as standard lot
Setbacks
Same as standard lot
Outdoor Area 200 s.f. (min. 10’x10’ dimension)
Bldg Coverage Same as standard lot
Entrance
4’ max above grade
Parking
1 space per unit. No street facing garage allowed on narrow lot
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SCENARIO 1: Revise the Tools – TERM SHEET
Standard Lot
Height
Reduce to 25’ plus 5’ for 5:12 min pitch roof
Setbacks
Front: Increase to 15’; Side: 10’ street side; Rear: increase to 15
Outdoor Area Increase to 375 s.f. (15’x15’)
Bldg Coverage Reduce by 5%
Parking
1 space per unit (except w/in 1000’ of transit)
Restrict approach to 12’ on improved streets
Exceptions
No change
Narrow and Skinny Lots
Height
Same as standard lot
Setbacks
Same as standard lot
Outdoor area Same as standard lot
Bldg Coverage 40%
Entrance
4’ max above grade
Exterior
Trim, siding, eaves required
Parking
Not required. Street facing garage prohibited
On alleys, curb cuts to street frontage not allowed
Exceptions
Planned Development review (Type IIx ~$7,000)
Attached
Height
Same as standard lot
Setbacks
Same as standard lot
Outdoor Area Same as standard lot
Bldg Coverage Same as standard lot
Entrance
Same as narrow lot
Parking
1 space per unit. Street facing garages allowed subject to
standards (combined and limited width, paving materials,
garage door treatment)
Exceptions
Planned Development review (Type IIx ~$7,000)
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SCENARIO 2: Add Floor to Area Ratio (FAR) Limit – TERM SHEET
Standard Lot
Height
No change
Setbacks
No change
Outdoor Area No change
Bldg Coverage No change
Bldg Bulk
Add new FAR requirement(0.5:1)*.
Parking
1 space per unit (except w/in 1000’ of transit)
Restrict approach to 12’ on improved streets
Exceptions
No change
Narrow and Skinny Lots
Height
1.5x width
Setbacks
Same as standard lot
Outdoor area Same as standard lot
Bldg Coverage 40%
Bldg Bulk
Add new FAR requirement (0.8:1)*
Entrance
4’ max above grade
Exterior
Trim, siding, eaves required
Parking
Not required. No street facing garage allowed
On alleys, no curb cuts to street frontage allowed
Exceptions
Planned Development review (Type IIx ~$7,000)
Attached
Height
Same as narrow lot
Setbacks
Same as standard lot
Outdoor Area Same as standard lot
Bldg Coverage Same as standard lot
Entrance
Same as narrow lot
Parking
1 space per unit. No street facing garage allowed on narrow lot
Exceptions
Planned Development review (Type IIx ~$7,000)

*FAR would be adjusted based on lot size. 0.5:1 is representative of a 5,000 s.f. lot, 0.8:1 represents lots
<3,000 s.f. FAR could either include or exclude basements, garages, ADU’s.
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SCENARIO 3: Combination – TERM SHEET
Standard Lot
Height
Refine height measurement:
• Measure from the lowest point.
• Measure to the midpoint of the roof that yields the highest
midpoint. Create exceptions for “true” dormers.
Setbacks
Front: build to front plane of adjacent, max 25’;
Side: increase in relation to wall size (height or area);
Rear: increase to 15’
Outdoor Area Increase to 375 s.f. (15x15)
Bldg Coverage 50% up to 15’ height/40% up to 20’/30% up to 25’/25% up to 30’
Parking
1 space per unit (except w/in 1000’ of transit)
Restrict approach to 12’ on improved streets
Exceptions
No change
Narrow and Skinny Lots
Height
Same as standard lot
Setbacks
Front: build to front plane of adjacent or max 25’; side 5’-7’
depending on height; rear increase to 15’
Outdoor area Same as standard lot
Bldg Coverage Same as standard lot
Entrance
4’ max above grade
Exterior
Trim, siding, eaves required
Parking
Not required. Street facing garage prohibited
On alleys, no curb cuts to street frontage allowed
Exceptions
Planned Development review (Type IIx ~$7,000)
Attached
Height
Same as narrow lot
Setbacks
Same as standard lot
Outdoor Area Same as standard lot
Bldg Coverage Same as standard lot
Entrance
Same as narrow lot
Parking
1 space per unit. Street facing garages allowed subject to
standards (combined and limited width, paving materials,
garage door treatment)
Exceptions
Planned Development review (Type IIx ~$7,000)

* Building coverage adjusted and reduced as building height increases, e.g. 50% for up to 15’ (1-story),
40% for up to 20’ (1 ½-story) , 30% for up to 25’ (2-story), 25% for up to 30’ (2 ½-story)
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